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248 ALAN TIMBERLAKE 

NOTES 

1 The two texts examined for case usage in predicative nouns (Timberlake 
1988) are:. J. Smotelis, Atsiminimp skirsneliai (Chicago, 1977, 246pp), an 
autobiographical description of first the life of Lithuanian peasants at the turn 
of the century and then of the life of Lithuanian immigrants in Chicago in the 
teens and twenties; and J. Ragauskas, 'Ite, missa est!' (Vilnius, 1960, 488pp.), 
the autobiographical confession of a priest who suffered a crisis of faith and 
left the Church. For the present paper, these two texts plus two others were 
used: S. Vaup~asovas, Neramiose sankrytose (Vilnius, 1976, 270 pp.), a 
translation from Russian (by A. Alksiiinaite and G. Zaliukas) of the memoirs 
of a Lithuanian partisan; and Vincas Kuzmickas, Kristijonas Donelaitis 
(Vilnius, 1983, 24Opp), a publicistic biography of the eighteenth-century poet. 

2Compare the observation in Nichols 1981b that evidentiality is one of the 
covert semantic values of the instrumental in Russian. 

3 An alternative would be to suppose that the speaker compares the current 
semantic representation with a small set of more or less fixed expressions
grammatical idioms, if one likes-and then evaluates the current representation 
as more like one or the other. For the problem at hand, one might assume two 
polar opposites like the totally descriptive jis yra uolusNOM 'he is devoted' vs. 
thoroughly contrastive jis dirbo agentuINS 'he worked as/in the capacity of 
someone who is an agent,' in which the various semantic values of 
individualization and aspectualization are maximally complementary. 

THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF LITHUANIAN 
CURATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 1 

Gary H. Toops 
University of Virginia 

o. Introduction. Given a Lithuanian tranSItIve verb meaning 
'to do' (e.g., Lithuanian daryti), suffixing the infinitive stem with 
the inherently unstressed morpheme -din results in a verb 
signifying 'to have (something) done' (cf. darydinti-Kurschat 
1968:410). Verbs that are suffixed with -din and convey this 
particular type of causative meaning are designated in Lithuanian 
linguistics and lexicography by the term panipinamfeji 
veiksmiizodziai and/or its neo-Latin translation verba curativa.2 
The adjective pariipinamfeji 'curativa' is derived from the verb 
parupinti 'to procure, secure, see to,' which is occasionally used 
to paraphrase the meaning of these verbs (cf. Jakaitiene 1968:228 
and 1970:175): darydinti = "pasirupinti, kad kas k:j darytlJ" 'to 
see to it that someone do something,' Latin "curare ut quis quid 
faciat," whence the grammatical term "curative" (likewise 
Lithuanian kuratyvinis-J akaitiene 1970: 175). 

This paper is intended as a contribution to a comprehensive 
description of the syntax and semantics of Lithuanian curative 
constructions, a description which, in my assessment of the 
available linguistic literature, has thus far been lacking. Towards 
this end, the paper is divided into four parts, dealing with the 
following questions: (1) the existence of two -din suffixes in the 
light of Senn's "active" versus "passive causative" dichotomy 
(Senn 1929); (2) valence; (3) diathesis, or the correlation between 
semantic and syntactic levels of analysis (i.e., between 
"participants" and "actants"-see Babby 1976:699-700); and (4) 
the syntactic expression of Direct Agents in curative sentences. In 
undertaking to describe curative constructions, I apply two 
theoretical frameworks: generative grammar (including certain 
semantic concepts afforded by government and binding theory and 
generative semantics, specifically, thematic roles [a-roles] and the 
semantic primitive CAUSE, resp.) and the so-called "theory of 
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250 GARY H. TOOPS 
diatheses" (Russian teorija diatez) as elaborated by the Leningrad
based Structural Typology School) The application of more than 
one theoretical approach allows for a fuller description than 
either theory alone can provide, while at the same time obviating 
certain problems that Lithuanian curative constructions pose for 
for one or the other theoretical analysis (see below). 

It is appropriate here to make some final introductory remarks 
regarding the question of productivity. As I pointed out in Toops 
(In press), from the standpoint of lexical derivation, -din
suffixation is not as productive as the works of non-native 
Lithuanian scholars would lead one to infer (see especially Stang 
1941:187, cited also in Toops [In press]). An important point not 
explicitly made by previous scholars is that only native Lithuanian 
infinitive stems can be suffixed with -din for the expression of 
curative meaning. Thus, a newly created verb, or a verb of 
perceptibly foreign origin like (nu)fotografuoti 'to photograph,' 
does not lend itself to -din-suffixation, even though the need to 
convey the notion "to have (someone/oneself) photographed" 
obviously arises. Rather than express curative meaning by means 
of a verb *(nu)fotografuodinti, contemporary Lithuanian, like 
Russian, has recourse to the "contextual" expression of curative 
meaning (see Toops 1987). The proposition "I'm having myself 
photographed," therefore, is expressed as "As fotografliojuos (pas 
fotograf'!)," literally 'I'm photographing myself (at the 
photographer's), (the parenthetical expression of the "service 
provider" at whose place of business the activity is performed 
provides a context which reduces the chances that the sentence 
will be misperceived by the recipient of the message in a 
noncurative sense). The ability to convey curative meaning 
contextually is limited to verbs denoting (what is generally 
perceived to be) a professional, service activity (cf. Geniusiene 
1978:665);4 otherwise, a periphrastic contruction with curative 
meaning can be formed by means of derivatives of the verb 'to 
give' iduotilatiduoti + infinitive (cf. Russian otda(va)t' + infinitive 
constructions with this same meaning in Toops 1988:243-45 and 
Section 4 below).5 Conversely, this means that, given a verb 
which is native Lithuanian and which at the same time denotes a 
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service actiVIty, curative meaning can be expressed in three 
different ways: (1) by means of a -din-suffixed verb form, (2) by 
context, and (3) by periphrasis. 

(1) Moteris nori suknel~ pasiudinti. 
WomanNOM wants dressACC to-have-sewn. 
'The woman wants to have a dress sewn.' 

(2) Moteris nori suknel~ pasiuti (pas siuvtj~, ateljeje). 
WomanNOM wants dressACC to-sew-
'The woman wants to have a dress sewn (at the 

seamstress's, at the dress shop).' 

(3) Moteris nori jduoti suknel~ pasiuti. 
WomanNOM wants to-consign dressACC to-sew 
'The woman wants to have a dress sewn.' 

However, given the established dichotomy between unproductive, 
lexical causatives and productive, morphologically regular 
causatives (Shibatani 1976:2-3), it would be wrong to relegate 
Lithuanian curative verbs to the former category. The above
mentioned lexical constraints notwithstanding, curative verb 
derivation is completely transparent-morphophonologically (i.e., 
both segmentally and suprasegmentally), syntactically, and 
semantically. This observation is supported by the following 
considerations: 

(a) Curative verb formation is restricted to the suffix -din (or, 
correspondingly, in the dialects of the Dzukai and Western 
Auksta'iciai, -dy-LKG 1971 :265). Curative verbs preserve 
throughout their paradigms (without exception) the stress of the 
infinitive stem of the basic verb from which they are derived 
(i.e., curative verbs have strictly fixed stem stress). 

(b) Curative verbs, like the corresponding basic verbs when 
used to convey curative meaning by contextual means (see 
example (2) above), exhibit the same syntactic constraint on the 
occurrence of the accusative reflexive pronoun sa ve as a direct 
object (thus, it is no more possible to express "to have oneself 
shaved [i.e., 'get a shave']" as *skusdinti save than it is to express 
the same meaning contextually as *skusti save [pas kirp~j:.l) 'to 
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have oneself shaved [at the barber's],-see Toops rIn pressl and 
1987:607). 

(c) Although the existence of a verb *(nu)fotografuodinti 'to 
have (something/someone) photographed' is not attested, according 
to one informant, its derivation, however artificial it may seem to 
a native speaker of contemporary standard Lithuanian, remains 
"theoretically imaginable" (Venclova, personal communication), 
and such a verb form would certainly be understood in its 
intended (curative) meaning.6 

1. "Active" vs. "passive causatives." Senn (1929:236-37) 
cited two types of causative verbs-"aktive Kausativa" and 
"passive Kausativa"-formed by means of -in and -din-suffixation, 
resp. He established this distinction on the basis of his observation 
that the former express the meaning "die Handlung des 
betreffenden primaren Tatigkeitswortes hervorbringen oder 
veranlassen" ('to bring about or induce the action of the 
corresponding basic verb'), while the latter express the meaning 
"machen, daB etwas getan, angefertigt wird" ('to see to it that 
something be done, manufactured'). Although Senn made no 
further attempt to justify his terms, the terms "neveikiamfeji 
prieiastlniai veiksmazodziai / verba causativa passiva" have 
nonetheless made their way into contemporary Lithuanian 
linguistics, coexisting, as it were, with "parupinamfeji" or 
"kuratyviniai veiksmazodziai / verba curativa" (see note 2). As 
explained in Toops 1987:602ff., the dichotomy-active vs. passive 
causatives-can be justified within a generative framework. This 
is demonstrated below. First, however, a few comments on the 
(for the time being, putative) "active causative" suffix -in are in 
order. 

In the historical development of Lithuanian, the suffix <-in> 
originally had an allomorph -din which occurred with infinitive 
stems ending in a vowel; an automatic phonological rule operated 
to eliminate hiatus between the final vowel of the infinitive stem 
and the suffix -in (Otr((bski 1965:413, Stang 1966:374): valgy-ti 
'to eat' ~ *valgy-in-ti ~ valgy-din-ti 'to feed (i.e., to have 
[someone] eat).' Over time, however, this type of -din-suffixation 
lost some of its transparency and became more and more opaque, 
so that while -din in contemporary Lithuanian still occurs 
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automatically after stem-final vowels (cf. J akaitiene 1970: 175-76), 
it may also occur, irregularly, after stem-final consonants. This 
has created in the modem language a confused situation not only 
where synonymous pairs of suffixally derived transitive verbs 
occur (e.g., lipJ.nti and lipdJ.nti 'to glue, stick [i.e., make 
(something) stick]' < JJ.pti 'to stick, adhere [intransitive],' sproginti 
and sprogdinti 'to burst [Le., make (something) burst]' < spr6gti 
'to burst [intransitive],' begi1!ti and begdJ.nti 'to let/make 
[someone/something] run' < begti 'to run'), but also where an 
historically unjustified -din-suffixed form is the only one attested 
(e.g., z61dinti 'to grow [i.e., let (something) grow],' but not 
*i6linti < i61ti 'to grow [intransitive]'; cf., however, nuiJ.Jinti 'to 
let/make [someone('s hair)] tum completely grey,' but not 
*nuiJJdinti < nuilJti 'to tum completely grey'). 

Note that, as the verbs va 19ydinti, lipdJ.nti, sprogdinti, and 
be gdinti demonstrate, this -din allomorph of <-in> can be 
stressed, unlike the curative -din (according to Senn 1929:236, 
"stets unbetont") discussed in the Introduction above. Thus, in the 
case of valgydinti, we may view the verb as morphophonemic ally 
(supra segmentally) marked for noncurative meaning, since only a 
theoretically imaginable *v§lgydinti could conceivably signify 'to 
have (something) eaten' (conversely, verbs without stress on the 
suffix -din are morphophonemic ally unmarked, hence potentially 
ambiguous, if they are derived from basic transitive verbs-see 
note 6).7 

I propose the following S-structures for sentences containing a 
basic intransitive verb and sentences containing the corresponding 
transitive verb derived through -( d)in-suffixation: 

b~gti 'to run' ~ beg(d)lnti 'to let/make (someone/ 
something) run' 

(4) Zlrgas b~ga. 
[S[NP zlrgas][vp b~gti]] 
'The horse is running.' 

(5) Zmogus beg(d)lna zlrg~. 
[S[NP zmogus][Vp CAUSE [S[NP zIrgasHvp b~gti]]]] 

......... 
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'The man is making the horse run.' 

The semantic primitive CAUSE in the S-structure of sentence 
(5) serves a twofold purpose. First, from the viewpoint of 
government and binding theory, it assigns the 9-role Indirect 
Agent to the subject tmogus 'man' (an Indirect Agent, as opposed 
to a Direct Agent, being a participant which only "indirectly" 
performs a particular action, i.e., by causing it to be performed 
by someone/something else). Second, from the viewpoint of 
generative semantics, it meets the goal of capturing the synonymy 
and entailment relations that obtain between morphological and 
periphrastic causative constructions. For example, the semantics of 
sentence (5), containing the morphological causative beg(d)'inti 
(defined in Kruopas et al. 1972:75 as "versti begti" 'force to 
run'; see also Jakaitiene 1968:225 and 228), can be expressed 
periphrastically by means of the analytic causative construction 
veisti + infinitive as in sentence (6), for which the same S
structure is posited: 

(6) Zmogus vel-cia zlrgl! b~gti. 
[S[NP zmogusHvp CAUSE [S[NP zlrgas][vp b~gti]]]] 
'The man is making the horse run.' 

Note that the foregoing analysis is based on the following 
statement of generative semantic theory put forth by Shibatani 
(1975:5-7): "[T]he underlying structure and the surface structure 
are mediated essentially by two types of transformations, 
Predicate Raising and Lexical Insertion .... Predicate Raising may 
not apply all the way ... and as long as the lexicon provides 
morphemes that have structures matching amalgamations of 
predicates under one node, the amalgamation of predicates may 
be replaced by a morpheme at any leveL.. [T]here is no 
significant and uniform level between underlying structure and 
surface structure where lexical insertion takes place and where no 
transformation has yet applied." Thus, in the generation of 
sentence (5), a Predicate Raising transformation occurs before 
Lexical Insertion, yielding -CAUSE begti-, for which the lexicon 
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provides morphemes to produce beg(d)'inti.8 In the generation of 
sentence (6), Lexical Insertion operates first, before Predicate 
Raising, so that veisti is inserted into the VP occupied by 
CAUSE. (See Section 2 below for discussion of case hierarchy 
and the syntactic demotion of subject to object position.) 

Although the "active" causative suffix -(d)in serves "most often" 
to derive transitive verbs from basic intransitives (J akaitiene 
1968:227 -28), this same suffix occurs as well with the infinitive 
stems of a number of basic transitive verbs: valgyd'inti 'to feed 
(i.e., have [someone] eat)' < valgyti 'to eat,' vesdinti (Kurschat 
1973:2668 cites vesdinti) 'to get (someone) to marry' < vesti 
(mergaite) 'to marry, take (a young woman) in marriage' (also 
vedinti < vesti [morphophonemic ally <ved-ti>J), lesinti/lesdinti'to 
have (an animal) peck' < lesti 'to peck,' daimiodinti (LK2 2:230, 
Kurschat 1968:400) 'make (someone) sing' < daimioti 'to sing.' 

For sentences containing a basic transitive verb and sentences 
containing the corresponding causative (likewise transitive) verb 
derived through -(d)in-suffixation, I propose the following S
structures: 

valgyti 'to eat' -+ valgyd'inti 'to feed, have (someone) eat' 

(7) Vaikal valgo. 
[S[NP vaikalHvp[v valgytiHNP e]]] 
'The children are eating.' 

(8) Motina valgydlna vaikus. 
[S[NP motinaHvp CAUSE [S[NP vaikal] [VP[V 

valgyti] [NP e]]]]] 
'Mother is feeding the children.' 

We are dealing here with the causativization of basic transitive 
verbs that are frequently used intransitively, such usage being 
syntactically marked by the nonoccurrence of a direct object 
(reflected in the above S-structures by the lexically empty [N P 
e)); cf. the omissibility of direct objects with transitive verbs in 
English sentences of the type "He hasn't eaten (anything) yet," 
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sentence (5), a Predicate Raising transformation occurs before 
Lexical Insertion, yielding -CAUSE begti-, for which the lexicon 
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provides morphemes to produce beg(d)'inti.8 In the generation of 
sentence (6), Lexical Insertion operates first, before Predicate 
Raising, so that veisti is inserted into the VP occupied by 
CAUSE. (See Section 2 below for discussion of case hierarchy 
and the syntactic demotion of subject to object position.) 

Although the "active" causative suffix -(d)in serves "most often" 
to derive transitive verbs from basic intransitives (J akaitiene 
1968:227 -28), this same suffix occurs as well with the infinitive 
stems of a number of basic transitive verbs: valgyd'inti 'to feed 
(i.e., have [someone] eat)' < valgyti 'to eat,' vesdinti (Kurschat 
1973:2668 cites vesdinti) 'to get (someone) to marry' < vesti 
(mergaite) 'to marry, take (a young woman) in marriage' (also 
vedinti < vesti [morphophonemic ally <ved-ti>J), lesinti/lesdinti'to 
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structures: 

valgyti 'to eat' -+ valgyd'inti 'to feed, have (someone) eat' 

(7) Vaikal valgo. 
[S[NP vaikalHvp[v valgytiHNP e]]] 
'The children are eating.' 

(8) Motina valgydlna vaikus. 
[S[NP motinaHvp CAUSE [S[NP vaikal] [VP[V 

valgyti] [NP e]]]]] 
'Mother is feeding the children.' 

We are dealing here with the causativization of basic transitive 
verbs that are frequently used intransitively, such usage being 
syntactically marked by the nonoccurrence of a direct object 
(reflected in the above S-structures by the lexically empty [N P 
e)); cf. the omissibility of direct objects with transitive verbs in 
English sentences of the type "He hasn't eaten (anything) yet," 
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"He hasn't married (anyone) yet." Common to the S-structures of 
sentences (5), (6), and (8) is the fact that the lexical NP in the 
embedded S (:lirgas 'horse,' vaikai 'children') is consistently 
agentive. In other words, the S embedded in the VP CAUSE is 
regularly an active sentence. For this reason, Senn's use of the 
term "active causative" to designate Lithuanian verbs of the type 
represented in sentences 5 and 8 is justified within a generative 
framework. It remains to be seen whether the term "passive 
causative" adequately describes the meaning expressed by curative 
-din (N.B.: not -(d)in!) suffixed verbs. (This is in keeping with 
Stang's observation, "Im Lit. hat sich der Typus auf -dina von 
demjenigen auf -ina losgerissen, und eine spezielle Funktion 
angenommen" [1942: 186].) 

Let us first remind ourselves that curative verbs express the 
meaning 'to have (something) done,' while the noncurative, 
"active" causatives discussed above express the meaning 'to have 
(someone) do.' Thus, Lithuanian and English are similar in 
distinguishing between the two meanings in surface structure, 
while most Germanic and Romance languages, for example, do 
not (German "Die Mutter laBt die Kinder essen" [likewise French 
"La mere fait manger les enfants"] is, unlike Lithuanian "Motina 
valgydlna vaikus," potentially ambiguous, since it may be 
generated by two different underlying structures: either 
[S[NP[DET die][N Mutter]][vp CAUSE[S[NP[DET die][N 
Kinder]][vp[v essen][NP ell]]] 'The mother is having the children 
eat' or [S[NP[DET die][N Mutter]][vp CAUSE[S[NP e][vp[v 
essen][NP[DET dieHN Kinder]]]]]] 'The mother is having the 
children eaten'). Therefore, for sentences containing a basic 
transitive verb and sentences containing the corresponding 
curative verb formed by means of -din-suffixation, I tentatively 
propose the following S-structures: 

siuti 'to sew' ~ siudinti 'to have (something) sewn' 

(9) Moteris siuva suknel~. 
[S[NP moteris] [VP[V siutiHNP suknelem 
'The woman is sewing a dress.' 
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(10) Moteris siudina suknel~. 
[SfNP moterisHvp CAUSE [S[NP e][vp[v siutillNP 

sukneIe ]]m 
'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 
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The S-structure of curative sentence (10) differs from that of 
active causative sentence (8) by virtue of the fact that the 
embedded S under CAUSE in (10) contains a lexically empty 
subject (directly agentive) NP, while that in (8) contains a 
lexically empty direct object NP (because the woman is not 
having a dress sew something, but is instead having [an 
unexpressed] someone sew the dress). On the other hand, it may 
well be argued that there is no lexically empty subject NP in the 
underlying structure of sentence (10) at all; that the S embedded 
under CAUSE should actually be passive with no empty 
categories in the syntax (as shown in Section 2 below, the 
Lithuanian data do in fact support such an argument), cf. example 
(11): 

(11) Moteris siudina suknel~. 
[S[NP moterisHvp CAUSE[S[NP sukneleHVP[INFL 

buti][V siuti* t]m] 
'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 

However, the argument at this point is moot for two reasons. 
First, according to Chomsky (1981 :54), a passive S like that in 
example (11) turns out to have a lexically empty subject NP in 
D-structure in any case, cf. example (12): 

(12) [S[NP e][INFL buti][Vp siuti* suknel~]] 

Second, since in this section I am concerned with justifying 
Senn's terminological distinction between "active" and "passive" 
causativity, the actual syntactic (subject or object) status of the 
lexical NP (suknele) is irrelevant. Of concern here rather is the 
semantic status of that NP (i.e., the 8-role assigned to it). 

1 
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Therefore, regardless of whether we posit an embedded active S 
with lexically empty subject NP, as in example (10), or an 
embedded passive S with no lexically empty NP, as in example 
(11), the salient feature of either S is the nonagentive semantic 
function (a-role Patient) of the NP suknele. To this extent, Senn's 
term "passive causative" is justified within a generative 
framework as a designation for the meaning expressed by 
Lithuanian curative verbs. 

To further summarize the contents of this section, we may state 
that noncurative -( d)in-suffixed verbs differ from curative -din
suffixed verbs in the following ways: 

(a) noncurative causative verbs express the active causative 
meaning 'to have (somebody) do'; curative verbs express the 
passive causative meaning 'to have (something) done.' 

(b) noncurative causative verbs (specifically, those derived from 
infinitive stems ending in a consonant) are irregularly suffixed 
with -in and/or -din; curative verbs are regularly suffixed with 
-din. 

(c) noncurative causative verbs suffixed with -din may occur 
with stress on the suffix; curative verbs never have stress on the 
suffix. 

(d) the lexical NP of the embedded S under CAUSE in the 
underlying structure of active causatives is agentive (i.e., assigned 
the a-role Direct Agent); the lexical NP of the embedded Sunder 
CAUSE in the underlying structure of passive causatives (i.e., 
curatives) is nonagentive, hence what I propose to call 
"patientive" (i.e., assigned the a -role Patient-cf. Toops 
1987:602-603, 607-608). 

(e) active causative verbs are formed primarily from basic 
intransitive verbs, but may also be formed from basic transitive 
verbs; curative verbs are formed exclusively from transitive 
verbs, which, however, may be either basic or derived (i.e., 
through previous stem suffixation, cf. note 4). 

2. Valence. Valence is defined, in generative terms, as the 
number of NP arguments for which a given verb is 
subcategorized. Within Tesniere's theory of structural syntax 
(1959) as well as the more recent theory of diatheses (hereafter 
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"TO"), causativity (or "causativization"-Babby 1981:1) is defined 
as a valence-increasing operation. In terms of syntactic surface 
structure, causativity entails the addition of a new actant (subject 
NP) whose semantic function (a-role; in TO terms, participant 
status) is that of Indirect (Le., causing) Agent (symbolized K [for 
"Kausator"] in TO notation-see Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov 
1976:68ff.). In Lithuanian, as in Turkish and the modern 
Germanic and Romance languages, this new actant is syntactically 
expressed as the subject of the sentence, with the result that, 
given a certain actantial (or case) hierarchy, the subject of the 
basic, noncausative sentence is demoted to direct object position 
(see Comrie 1976b:262-64). This is seen in comparing sentence 
(4) with sentence (5), repeated here as (13) and (14): 

flrgas 'horse NOM' ~ iirg(J 'horseACC' 

(13) Zlrgas b~ga. 
horseNOM runs 
'The horse is running.' 

(14) Zmogus beg(d)lna ilrgi!. 
manNOM run-causes horseACC 
'The man is making the horse run.' 

We may observe the same phenomenon in comparing sentence 
(7) with sentence (8), repeated here as (15) and (16): 

vaikai 'childrenNOM' ~ vaikus 'childrenACC' 

(15) Vaika'i valgo. 
childrenNOM eat 
'The children are eating.' 

(16) Motina valgydina vaikus. 
motherNOM eat-causes childrenACC 
'Mother is feeding the children.' 
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With respect to curative constructions, however, we see that 

there is no demotion of a nominative subject to accusative direct 
object position, unless a (noncausative) passive sentence is taken as 
the basic construction from which the curative is derived. 
Compare sentence (17) with sentence (10), repeated here as (18): 

sukne1i~ 'dressNOM' ~ sukne](; 'dressACC' 

(17) Suknele (yril) siuvama. 
dressNOM (is) being-sewn 
'A dress is being sewn.' 

(18) M6teris siudina suknel~. 
womanNOM sew-causes dressACC 
'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 

This analysis proves to be of minimal utility, however, when we 
consider that noncurative active sentence (9) (repeated here as 
(19» could, by the same reasoning, likewise be "derived" from 
passive sentence (17): 

suknelf; 'dressACC' ?< suknele 'dressNOM' 

(19) M6teris siuva suknel~. (?< Suknele [yra] siuvama.) 
womanNOM sews dressACC 
'The woman is sewing a dress.' 

Preferable here is an analysis applicable to Turkish and the 
modem Romance languages: if the basic active construction has a 
direct object (for Turkish, accusative) NP, that direct object 
retains its syntactic slot, and the original Direct Agent (if 
expressed at all) is demoted to some other position further down 
the actantial hierarchy (typically, to [dative] indirect object 
position). I repeat here sentences (19) and (18), with French 
translations: 

suknelf; 'dressACC' = sukneJ~ 'dressACC' 
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(19) M6teris siuva sunkel~. 

'La femme coud une robe.' 
The womanSb sews a dressoo 

(18) M6teris siudina suknel~. 
'La femme fait coudre une robe.' 
The womanSb makes to-sew a dressoo 
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Returning now to the question of valence, the discussion 
undertaken here will show that Lithuanian curative constructions 
pose problems not only for the concept of causativity as a 
valence-increasing operation, but also for the notion of lexically 
empty categories inherent in the generative analyses proposed in 
Section 1. In the general linguistic literature these problems have 
already been addressed by Babby 1981 in his treatment of 
analogous passive causative constructions in Turkish. He states, "It 
is very common for the subcategorized or 'old' subject to remain 
unspecified (cf. 'agentless passives'),'~ and provides the following 
examples (1981:15), cited here as (20) and (21): 

(20) (Ben) saat-im-i 
I watch-poss-acc 
'I fixed my watch.' 

[tamir et-tim]v 
fix-past 

(21) (Ben) saat-im-i [tamir et-tir-dim]v 
I watch-poss-acc fix-caus-past 
'I had my watch fixed (i.e., I had [someone=0] fix my 
watch).' 

According to Babby (1981 :15), "[t]he existence of sentences 
like ... [21] and the fact that they are so common in all styles of 
Turkish is a problem for syntactic analyses in which a rule 
simultaneously adds a NP to the derivation and marks this 
expansion of the verb's valency with -OIr-: this analysis requires 
that we add a dummy or pro NP meaning 'unspecified person,' 
and then obligatorily delete it." I propose here to make the same 
point with respect to Lithuanian curative constructions. Unlike 
Babby 1981, however, I will not adduce a new theoretical 
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analysis to account for them, but rather rely on the explanatory 
force of TD (see Section 3), since my concern in this paper, as 
stated above (see Introduction), is to provide only a description 
of Lithuanian curatives. Ultimately, however, my description of 
Lithuanian -din-suffixed verbs will lead to the same conclusion at 
which Babby arrived in his analysis of Turkish -DIr-suffixed 
verbs (see Conclusions below): "A rule that adds -DIr- to a verb, 
creating a new, derived verb is not an operation on syntactic 
structures; it is a lexical operation because its domain is confined 
to a single word, not a phrase marker" (1981 :29). 

We have already observed that -(d)in-suffixation derives two
place (bivalent) transitive verbs (cf. sentences (4), (5), (7), (8) 
and (13)-(16)) from one-place (univalent) verbs. This observation 
is obfuscated, however, by the verbs valgydlnti 'to feed,' 
vesdinti/vedinti 'to get (a man) to marry,' lesinti/lesdinti 'to feed 
(a bird),' daimiodinti 'to make (someone) sing,' which I classified 
in Section 1 as derivatives of basic transitive verbs and whose 
underlying structural analysis entailed my positing a lexically 
empty direct object NP (see example (8». The only immediately 
apparent solution to this problem is to adopt a traditional 
lexicographic approach to the verbs v§lgyti 'to eat,' lesti 'to 
peck,' dainuoti 'to sing,' etc., and classify them as being both 
bivalent, transitive verbs (cf. v§lgyti duontJ 'to eat bread,' lesti 
gnldus 'to peck grains/kernels,' dainuoti dalntJ 'to sing a song') 
and univalent, intransitive verbs (cf. vaikal v§lgo 'the children 
are eating,' zijsys lesa 'geese peck/the geese are pecking,' tas 
zmogus geral dainuoja 'that man sings well'). This is, in fact, the 
approach adopted by the Lithuanian Academy Dictionary and 
most English-language dictionaries (see, for example, LKZ 2:230, 
7:378, and AHD 1980:985, 1980:1208) as well as Mel'cuk 
(1974:353), who states, with respect to Russian verbs of the type 
citat' 'to read,' verit' 'to believe,' pet' 'to sing,' etc., that "a 
direct object is syntactically optional" (see Xrakovskij 1981 :14ff. 
for discussion of obligatory [objazatel'nyeJ and optional actants 
[fakuJ'tativnye aktantyJ).9 By adopting this approach, we need no 
longer have recourse to the empty-category analysis exemplified 
by S-structures (7) and (8) (see Section 1). The first statement of 
this paragraph may therefore be revised to the effect that -( d)in-
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suffixation derives bivalent, transitive verbs from both 
obligatorily and optionally univalent, intransitive verbs (lexical 
constraints notwithstanding).l0 Thus, -( d)in-suffixation regularly 
conforms to the conception of causativization as a valence
increasing operation. 

The same cannot be said of Lithuanian -din-suffixed, curative 
verbs. In order to demonstrate that curative verb derivation is 
not a valence-increasing operation, I will first attempt to increase 
the actantial structure of M6teris siUdina suknel~ 'The woman is 
having a dress sewn.' As will be shown, either the participant 
status of the added actant proves to be identical to its participant 
status in the noncausative sentence M6teris siuva suknel~ 'The 
woman is sewing a dress,' or the occurrence of the added act ant 
will result in an infelicitous sentence. In no instance can the 
occurrence of any such actant in surface structure be generated 
by lexicalization of the empty NP ([NP e]) in the underlying 
structure proposed in example (10) (Section 1), repeated here as 
example (22): 

(22) M6teris siudina suknel~. 
[S[NP m6teris][vp CAUSE[S[NP e][vp[v siuti][NP 

sukneIe]]]]] 
'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 
(Le.: 'The woman is having [someone=0] sew a dress.') 

I will then reduce the actantial structure of M6teris siudina 
suknelt; 'The woman is having a dress sewn' by means of two 
"recessive" (Sil'nickij 1974:55) grammatical operations: -si
affixation ("reflexivization") and passivization. Since these 
operations are the reverse of causativization, the resulting 
sentence with reflexive/passive verb forms should theoretically be 
noncausative (Geniusiene 1978:657). We will see, however, that 
after undergoing such grammatical operations, the curative 
sentence «22) above) nonetheless retains its passive causative 
meaning. 

With reference to French and Turkish causative constructions, 
Comrie has noted: "The surface exponency of the embedded 
subject (provided that it is not omitted) depends on the syntactic 
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analysis to account for them, but rather rely on the explanatory 
force of TD (see Section 3), since my concern in this paper, as 
stated above (see Introduction), is to provide only a description 
of Lithuanian curatives. Ultimately, however, my description of 
Lithuanian -din-suffixed verbs will lead to the same conclusion at 
which Babby arrived in his analysis of Turkish -DIr-suffixed 
verbs (see Conclusions below): "A rule that adds -DIr- to a verb, 
creating a new, derived verb is not an operation on syntactic 
structures; it is a lexical operation because its domain is confined 
to a single word, not a phrase marker" (1981 :29). 

We have already observed that -(d)in-suffixation derives two
place (bivalent) transitive verbs (cf. sentences (4), (5), (7), (8) 
and (13)-(16)) from one-place (univalent) verbs. This observation 
is obfuscated, however, by the verbs valgydlnti 'to feed,' 
vesdinti/vedinti 'to get (a man) to marry,' lesinti/lesdinti 'to feed 
(a bird),' daimiodinti 'to make (someone) sing,' which I classified 
in Section 1 as derivatives of basic transitive verbs and whose 
underlying structural analysis entailed my positing a lexically 
empty direct object NP (see example (8». The only immediately 
apparent solution to this problem is to adopt a traditional 
lexicographic approach to the verbs v§lgyti 'to eat,' lesti 'to 
peck,' dainuoti 'to sing,' etc., and classify them as being both 
bivalent, transitive verbs (cf. v§lgyti duontJ 'to eat bread,' lesti 
gnldus 'to peck grains/kernels,' dainuoti dalntJ 'to sing a song') 
and univalent, intransitive verbs (cf. vaikal v§lgo 'the children 
are eating,' zijsys lesa 'geese peck/the geese are pecking,' tas 
zmogus geral dainuoja 'that man sings well'). This is, in fact, the 
approach adopted by the Lithuanian Academy Dictionary and 
most English-language dictionaries (see, for example, LKZ 2:230, 
7:378, and AHD 1980:985, 1980:1208) as well as Mel'cuk 
(1974:353), who states, with respect to Russian verbs of the type 
citat' 'to read,' verit' 'to believe,' pet' 'to sing,' etc., that "a 
direct object is syntactically optional" (see Xrakovskij 1981 :14ff. 
for discussion of obligatory [objazatel'nyeJ and optional actants 
[fakuJ'tativnye aktantyJ).9 By adopting this approach, we need no 
longer have recourse to the empty-category analysis exemplified 
by S-structures (7) and (8) (see Section 1). The first statement of 
this paragraph may therefore be revised to the effect that -( d)in-
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suffixation derives bivalent, transitive verbs from both 
obligatorily and optionally univalent, intransitive verbs (lexical 
constraints notwithstanding).l0 Thus, -( d)in-suffixation regularly 
conforms to the conception of causativization as a valence
increasing operation. 

The same cannot be said of Lithuanian -din-suffixed, curative 
verbs. In order to demonstrate that curative verb derivation is 
not a valence-increasing operation, I will first attempt to increase 
the actantial structure of M6teris siUdina suknel~ 'The woman is 
having a dress sewn.' As will be shown, either the participant 
status of the added actant proves to be identical to its participant 
status in the noncausative sentence M6teris siuva suknel~ 'The 
woman is sewing a dress,' or the occurrence of the added act ant 
will result in an infelicitous sentence. In no instance can the 
occurrence of any such actant in surface structure be generated 
by lexicalization of the empty NP ([NP e]) in the underlying 
structure proposed in example (10) (Section 1), repeated here as 
example (22): 

(22) M6teris siudina suknel~. 
[S[NP m6teris][vp CAUSE[S[NP e][vp[v siuti][NP 

sukneIe]]]]] 
'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 
(Le.: 'The woman is having [someone=0] sew a dress.') 

I will then reduce the actantial structure of M6teris siudina 
suknelt; 'The woman is having a dress sewn' by means of two 
"recessive" (Sil'nickij 1974:55) grammatical operations: -si
affixation ("reflexivization") and passivization. Since these 
operations are the reverse of causativization, the resulting 
sentence with reflexive/passive verb forms should theoretically be 
noncausative (Geniusiene 1978:657). We will see, however, that 
after undergoing such grammatical operations, the curative 
sentence «22) above) nonetheless retains its passive causative 
meaning. 

With reference to French and Turkish causative constructions, 
Comrie has noted: "The surface exponency of the embedded 
subject (provided that it is not omitted) depends on the syntactic 
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arguments of the embedded verb. If it has no direct object, then 
the embedded subject appears as direct object; if it has a direct 
object but no indirect object, then the embedded subject appears 
as indirect object; if it has both a direct and an indirect object, 
then the embedded subject appears as one of the other oblique 
cases (i.e., neither subject nor direct object nor indirect object). 
More generally, if we order these four syntactic positions as 
follows: ... Subject - direct object - indirect object - other 
oblique constituent ... then we find that the embedded subject is 
shifted from left to right along this list to the leftmost position 
that is not occupied. It is clearer to consider this ordering as a 
hierarchy, with subject at the top and other oblique constituents at 
the bottom; then we can say that the embedded subject is demoted 
from subject position down the hierarchy to the next-highest 
available position (position that is not yet filled)" (1976b:263). 
Comrie further points out that "[t]his hierarchy is not valid solely 
for causative constructions.... The evidence from causative 
constructions shows that there is independent confirmation for the 
hierarchy from a different area of syntax; while within the 
analysis of causative constructions, we can systematize our 
description by using a descriptive tool of general linguistic theory 
whose validity has already been proved elsewhere" (1976b:263-
64). 
If we now consider the underlying structure proposed for 

curative sentence (22) above, we see that the embedded verb has 
a direct object ([NP suknele D, but no indirect object. Therefore, 
one might expect that increasing the surface actantial structure of 
sentence (22) by means of an indirect object, e.g., dukteriai 
'daughterDAT,' could result from lexicalization of the embedded 
subject NP ([NP e]) in the underlying structure. While this same 
operation holds true of French and a number of other languages, 
it does not hold true for Lithuanian: 

(23) M6teris siudina dukteriai suknele. 
'The woman is having a dress sewn for (her) daughter.' 

Note that the literal French translation of Lithuanian sentence 
(23), "La femme fait coudre une robe it sa fille" signifies 'The 
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woman is having her daughter sew a dress' and, unlike the 
Lithuanian sentence, can be generated by an S-structure with no 
lexically empty NPs on the order of [S [N P femme][v P 
CAUSE[S[NP filleHvp[v coudreHNP robe]]]]]) 1 

English passive-causative constructions of the type "The woman 
is having a dress sewn by the seamstress" share with noncausative 
passive constructions the ability to express Direct Agents in the 
surface syntax as objects of the preposition by (cf. "A dress is 
being sewn by the seamstress"). Agents in (contemporary) 
Lithuanian passive constructions are expressed by means of the 
genitive case without prepositional governance: cf. Suknele (yril) 
siuvamil siuv6jos 'The dress is being sewn by a seamstress.' In 
Lithuanian curative constructions, the genitive case of a noun 
cannot perform this same semantic function (contrary to what one 
would expect had one definitively accepted the embedded passive
S analysis of example (11) in Section 1 above). Cf. the 
ungrammaticality of sentence (24): 

(24) *M6teris siudina suknele siu~ejos. 
'The woman is having the dress sewn by a seamstress.' 

Thus, for the expression of Direct Agent in the surface syntax 
of Lithuanian curative constructions, neither of the possibilities 
suggested by cross-language syntactic typology exists. 

"In natural languages," according to Geniusiene (1978:657), 
"two opposing derivational processes can be identified: on the one 
hand, an increase in the valence of a verb (predicate raising); on 
the other hand, a decrease (predicate lowering). The former is 
primarily instrumental in the derivation of causative verbs (cf. 
Lithuanian Sugedo lalkrodis 'The clock broke' ~ Sugad-in-au 
laikrodj 'I broke the clock' [Le., 'I made the clock break'
GHT]), the latter for the derivation of formally reflexive verbs 
(cf. Lithuanian Sugadinau lalkrodj 'I broke the clock' ~ Su-si
gadlno lalkrodis 'The clock broke ') ... The main function of a 
causative morpheme is to impart causative meaning to the 
semantics of the initially chosen verb (see the first example 
above). A reflexive morpheme, in contrast, can have, among 
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arguments of the embedded verb. If it has no direct object, then 
the embedded subject appears as direct object; if it has a direct 
object but no indirect object, then the embedded subject appears 
as indirect object; if it has both a direct and an indirect object, 
then the embedded subject appears as one of the other oblique 
cases (i.e., neither subject nor direct object nor indirect object). 
More generally, if we order these four syntactic positions as 
follows: ... Subject - direct object - indirect object - other 
oblique constituent ... then we find that the embedded subject is 
shifted from left to right along this list to the leftmost position 
that is not occupied. It is clearer to consider this ordering as a 
hierarchy, with subject at the top and other oblique constituents at 
the bottom; then we can say that the embedded subject is demoted 
from subject position down the hierarchy to the next-highest 
available position (position that is not yet filled)" (1976b:263). 
Comrie further points out that "[t]his hierarchy is not valid solely 
for causative constructions.... The evidence from causative 
constructions shows that there is independent confirmation for the 
hierarchy from a different area of syntax; while within the 
analysis of causative constructions, we can systematize our 
description by using a descriptive tool of general linguistic theory 
whose validity has already been proved elsewhere" (1976b:263-
64). 
If we now consider the underlying structure proposed for 

curative sentence (22) above, we see that the embedded verb has 
a direct object ([NP suknele D, but no indirect object. Therefore, 
one might expect that increasing the surface actantial structure of 
sentence (22) by means of an indirect object, e.g., dukteriai 
'daughterDAT,' could result from lexicalization of the embedded 
subject NP ([NP e]) in the underlying structure. While this same 
operation holds true of French and a number of other languages, 
it does not hold true for Lithuanian: 

(23) M6teris siudina dukteriai suknele. 
'The woman is having a dress sewn for (her) daughter.' 

Note that the literal French translation of Lithuanian sentence 
(23), "La femme fait coudre une robe it sa fille" signifies 'The 
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woman is having her daughter sew a dress' and, unlike the 
Lithuanian sentence, can be generated by an S-structure with no 
lexically empty NPs on the order of [S [N P femme][v P 
CAUSE[S[NP filleHvp[v coudreHNP robe]]]]]) 1 

English passive-causative constructions of the type "The woman 
is having a dress sewn by the seamstress" share with noncausative 
passive constructions the ability to express Direct Agents in the 
surface syntax as objects of the preposition by (cf. "A dress is 
being sewn by the seamstress"). Agents in (contemporary) 
Lithuanian passive constructions are expressed by means of the 
genitive case without prepositional governance: cf. Suknele (yril) 
siuvamil siuv6jos 'The dress is being sewn by a seamstress.' In 
Lithuanian curative constructions, the genitive case of a noun 
cannot perform this same semantic function (contrary to what one 
would expect had one definitively accepted the embedded passive
S analysis of example (11) in Section 1 above). Cf. the 
ungrammaticality of sentence (24): 

(24) *M6teris siudina suknele siu~ejos. 
'The woman is having the dress sewn by a seamstress.' 

Thus, for the expression of Direct Agent in the surface syntax 
of Lithuanian curative constructions, neither of the possibilities 
suggested by cross-language syntactic typology exists. 

"In natural languages," according to Geniusiene (1978:657), 
"two opposing derivational processes can be identified: on the one 
hand, an increase in the valence of a verb (predicate raising); on 
the other hand, a decrease (predicate lowering). The former is 
primarily instrumental in the derivation of causative verbs (cf. 
Lithuanian Sugedo lalkrodis 'The clock broke' ~ Sugad-in-au 
laikrodj 'I broke the clock' [Le., 'I made the clock break'
GHT]), the latter for the derivation of formally reflexive verbs 
(cf. Lithuanian Sugadinau lalkrodj 'I broke the clock' ~ Su-si
gadlno lalkrodis 'The clock broke ') ... The main function of a 
causative morpheme is to impart causative meaning to the 
semantics of the initially chosen verb (see the first example 
above). A reflexive morpheme, in contrast, can have, among 
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other things, a decausativizing function, i.e., it can eliminate the 
causative component from the semantics of the initially chosen 
verb (see the second example above, which, as concerns the 
direction of semantic derivation, represents to a certain extent a 
mirror image of the first)."12 In view of the foregoing 
statements, it is worth considering what semantic changes are 
observable when curative verbs undergo formal reflexivization. 
As far as an actual decrease in the actantial structure of sentence 
(22) is concerned, only two meanings emerge, neither of which is 
noncausative; cf. examples (25) and (26): 

(25) Suknele lengval siudinasi. 
dressNOM easily sew-causes-reflexive 
'A dress is (can be) easily "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: 'One can easily have a dress sewn.') 

(26) Daiig suknelil,!. pasisiudino. 
many dressesGEN perfective-reflexive-sew-caused 
'Many dresses were "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: 'People [unexpectedly] had [managed to have] lots 
of dresses sewn.') 

Geniu~iene (1978:664-65) labels -si-affixed verbs of the above 
(semantic) type "quasipassive reflexives," which, according to her, 
include "modal-passive reflexives" (sentence (25» and "resultative
passive reflexives" (sentence (26) above). 

"Subrnitting" curative verbs to a further recessive (i.e., valence
reducing) operation, viz., passivization, likewise fails to result in 
the elimination of causative meaning (illustrated above by 
Geniu~iene with the -(d)in-suffixed example sugadlnti). Consider 
example (27): 

(27) Suknele (yd\) siudinama. 
dressNOM (is) being-sew-caused 
'A dress is being "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: '[Someone] is having a dress sewn.') 
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Finally, note should be taken of the fact that introducing an 

actant in the genitive case into the surface structure of passivized 
curative sentence (27) does not result in the expression of a 
Direct Agent (i.e., the person who is actually sewing the dress), 
but rather results in the expression of the "previously omitted" 
Indirect Agent. Thus, passive sentence (28) below is semantically 
equivalent to active sentence (22) above: 

(28) M6teries (ydl) siudinama suknele. 
womanGEN (is) being-sew-caused dressNOM 
'A dress is being "gotten sewn" by the woman.' 
(=[22] M6teris siudina suknel~ 'The woman is having a 

dress sewn') 

To conclude this section, we have seen that the syntax of 
curative constructions, in terms of valence (as well as case 
hierarchy and the semantic status of actants [in the dative and 
genitive cases] introduced secondarily into the surface structure), 
is identical to that of the corresponding (active, reflexive, or 
passivized) noncausative constructions. 

3. Diathesis. Since Lithuanian curative constructions, as we 
have seen, do not lend themselves to adequate generative analyses, 
in this section I will describe curative derivation in terms of 
diathesis. In so doing, I the adopt linear, conjoined-block notation 
introduced by Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov 1976 (cf. also 
Xrakovskij 1981 for a slight variation on this notational system): 
each block represents a semantic or syntactic constituent, semantic 
constituents being arrayed in a row of blocks superimposed on 
another row of blocks which individually symbolize the surface 
syntactic expression of the semantic constituent in the block 
superimposed directly above it. The constituents are symbolized 
by letters. Semantic constituents are represented (in the top row) 
by: A = Direct Agent, K = Indirect Agent ("Kausator"-see 
Section 2), P = Patient, Ad = Addressee (Beneficiary, Recipient, 
or "Goal of Action"), X = Circumstant (adverbial/prepositional 
phrase/modifier). Syntactic constituents are represented (in the 
bottom row) by S = subject (not to be confused with S for 
"sentence" in generative bracketing notation), Od = direct object, 
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other things, a decausativizing function, i.e., it can eliminate the 
causative component from the semantics of the initially chosen 
verb (see the second example above, which, as concerns the 
direction of semantic derivation, represents to a certain extent a 
mirror image of the first)."12 In view of the foregoing 
statements, it is worth considering what semantic changes are 
observable when curative verbs undergo formal reflexivization. 
As far as an actual decrease in the actantial structure of sentence 
(22) is concerned, only two meanings emerge, neither of which is 
noncausative; cf. examples (25) and (26): 

(25) Suknele lengval siudinasi. 
dressNOM easily sew-causes-reflexive 
'A dress is (can be) easily "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: 'One can easily have a dress sewn.') 

(26) Daiig suknelil,!. pasisiudino. 
many dressesGEN perfective-reflexive-sew-caused 
'Many dresses were "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: 'People [unexpectedly] had [managed to have] lots 
of dresses sewn.') 

Geniu~iene (1978:664-65) labels -si-affixed verbs of the above 
(semantic) type "quasipassive reflexives," which, according to her, 
include "modal-passive reflexives" (sentence (25» and "resultative
passive reflexives" (sentence (26) above). 

"Subrnitting" curative verbs to a further recessive (i.e., valence
reducing) operation, viz., passivization, likewise fails to result in 
the elimination of causative meaning (illustrated above by 
Geniu~iene with the -(d)in-suffixed example sugadlnti). Consider 
example (27): 

(27) Suknele (yd\) siudinama. 
dressNOM (is) being-sew-caused 
'A dress is being "gotten sewn".' 
(i.e.: '[Someone] is having a dress sewn.') 
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actant in the genitive case into the surface structure of passivized 
curative sentence (27) does not result in the expression of a 
Direct Agent (i.e., the person who is actually sewing the dress), 
but rather results in the expression of the "previously omitted" 
Indirect Agent. Thus, passive sentence (28) below is semantically 
equivalent to active sentence (22) above: 

(28) M6teries (ydl) siudinama suknele. 
womanGEN (is) being-sew-caused dressNOM 
'A dress is being "gotten sewn" by the woman.' 
(=[22] M6teris siudina suknel~ 'The woman is having a 

dress sewn') 

To conclude this section, we have seen that the syntax of 
curative constructions, in terms of valence (as well as case 
hierarchy and the semantic status of actants [in the dative and 
genitive cases] introduced secondarily into the surface structure), 
is identical to that of the corresponding (active, reflexive, or 
passivized) noncausative constructions. 

3. Diathesis. Since Lithuanian curative constructions, as we 
have seen, do not lend themselves to adequate generative analyses, 
in this section I will describe curative derivation in terms of 
diathesis. In so doing, I the adopt linear, conjoined-block notation 
introduced by Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov 1976 (cf. also 
Xrakovskij 1981 for a slight variation on this notational system): 
each block represents a semantic or syntactic constituent, semantic 
constituents being arrayed in a row of blocks superimposed on 
another row of blocks which individually symbolize the surface 
syntactic expression of the semantic constituent in the block 
superimposed directly above it. The constituents are symbolized 
by letters. Semantic constituents are represented (in the top row) 
by: A = Direct Agent, K = Indirect Agent ("Kausator"-see 
Section 2), P = Patient, Ad = Addressee (Beneficiary, Recipient, 
or "Goal of Action"), X = Circumstant (adverbial/prepositional 
phrase/modifier). Syntactic constituents are represented (in the 
bottom row) by S = subject (not to be confused with S for 
"sentence" in generative bracketing notation), Od = direct object, 
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o i = indirect object, Oa = "passive agent" (i.e., oblique 
constituent notation ally superimposed with A or K, e.g., 
Lithuanian noun in the genitive case, English object of the 
preposition by, etc., in passive sentences), Oak = "causative direct 
agent" (i.e., any oblique constituent notation ally superimposed 
with A in causative constructions), Ox = all other oblique 
constituents (these can be specified, if necessary, by grammatical 
case form: Oins = noun in the instrumental case, etc.). In TD 
terminology, the semantic constituents, as stated previously, are 
called "participants" (equivalent to e -roles in government and 
binding theory). Syntactic constituents are called "actants." 

For comparison, we may first consider the change in diathesis 
produced by active causative -( d)in-suffixation. Sentences (4) and 
(5) are shown here as example (29): 

(29) Z1rgas b~ga. 
'The horse runs.' fil 
(d)in ~ [RIA] Zmogus beg(d)lna zlrg~. 

[]IQill 'The man makes the horse run.' 
The notation of diathesis not only illustrates the semantic status 

of the individual actants, but also reflects the demotion of subject 
to direct object in the process of causativization mentioned in 

Section 2 above (i.e., : ~ ~). 
If we now consider the change in diathesis induced by curative 

verb derivation, we see that -din-suffixation is a significantly 
different operation. In all four transformations considered below, 
the only observable change in the diathesis is in the semantics: 
wherever A occurs in the noncausative sentence, K occurs in the 
curative sentence. The syntactic (not to mention all other 
semantic) constituents remain the same. Compare the diatheses of 
sentences (22), (23), (28), and (27) (see Section 2), together with 
those of the corresponding noncausative sentences, cited here as 
examples (30), (31), (32), and (33): 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 
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fATPl 

'The woman is sewing a dress.' ~ 
M6teris siudina suknel~. 

M6teris siuva suknel~. 

-din ~ llil 
~ 'The woman is having a dress sewn.' 

M6teris siuva dukteriai suknel~. 
'The woman is sewing her daughter a dress.' I S I Oi I Od 

-din ~ fK1AdIPT M6teris siudina dukteriai suknel~. 
~ 'The woman is having a dress sewn 

for her daughter.' 

M6teries (ydl) siuvama suknele. -urn
'A dress is being sewn by the woman.' ~ 

din ~ [KIf] M6teries (yra) siudinama suknele. 
~ 'A dress is being "gotten sewn" by the 

. woman.' 

Suknele (yra) siuvama. llJPl 
• A dress iTT rwn.' r::m 

-din ~ K P SukneIe (yra) siudinama. 
- S 'A dress is being "gotten sewn".' 

Thus we arrive at the same conclusion reached by Babby 1981 
with respect to Turkish -DIr-suffixed verbs (see Section 2): -din
suffixation in Lithuanian, unlike -(d)in-suffixation, is not a 
syntactic operation. It is a lexical operation, since its function is 
strictly semantic: the curative suffix -din serves to signal 
unambiguously that the a-role "Agent" assigned by the VP is 
"Indirect" rather than "Direct." 

We are left finally with the question: assuming the possible 
existence of some oblique syntactic constituent "*,, not yet 
considered, is the following diathesis possible in Lithuanian at all 
(i.e., without recourse to a periphrastic causative construction)? 13 

-.., 
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o i = indirect object, Oa = "passive agent" (i.e., oblique 
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of the individual actants, but also reflects the demotion of subject 
to direct object in the process of causativization mentioned in 

Section 2 above (i.e., : ~ ~). 
If we now consider the change in diathesis induced by curative 
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wherever A occurs in the noncausative sentence, K occurs in the 
curative sentence. The syntactic (not to mention all other 
semantic) constituents remain the same. Compare the diatheses of 
sentences (22), (23), (28), and (27) (see Section 2), together with 
those of the corresponding noncausative sentences, cited here as 
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M6teris siuva dukteriai suknel~. 
'The woman is sewing her daughter a dress.' I S I Oi I Od 

-din ~ fK1AdIPT M6teris siudina dukteriai suknel~. 
~ 'The woman is having a dress sewn 

for her daughter.' 

M6teries (ydl) siuvama suknele. -urn
'A dress is being sewn by the woman.' ~ 

din ~ [KIf] M6teries (yra) siudinama suknele. 
~ 'A dress is being "gotten sewn" by the 

. woman.' 

Suknele (yra) siuvama. llJPl 
• A dress iTT rwn.' r::m 

-din ~ K P SukneIe (yra) siudinama. 
- S 'A dress is being "gotten sewn".' 

Thus we arrive at the same conclusion reached by Babby 1981 
with respect to Turkish -DIr-suffixed verbs (see Section 2): -din
suffixation in Lithuanian, unlike -(d)in-suffixation, is not a 
syntactic operation. It is a lexical operation, since its function is 
strictly semantic: the curative suffix -din serves to signal 
unambiguously that the a-role "Agent" assigned by the VP is 
"Indirect" rather than "Direct." 

We are left finally with the question: assuming the possible 
existence of some oblique syntactic constituent "*,, not yet 
considered, is the following diathesis possible in Lithuanian at all 
(i.e., without recourse to a periphrastic causative construction)? 13 
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4. Direct Agents in Curative Constructions. Data 
collected from informants reveal that there are three basic ways 
of expressing Direct Agents in curative constructions. They do 
not represent regular grammatical means of introducing directly 
agentive NPs into the actantial structure of curative sentences, but 
rather constitute typically recurrent means of making oblique 
reference to Direct Agents. Some of the curative constructions 
below, while cited in dictionaries of contemporary standard 
Lithuanian (including the Lithuanian Academy Dictionary), are 
attested in rather old sources (sentence (39), for example, dates 
from 1653). Nevertheless, the grammar of these sentences is still 
that of contemporary Lithuanian: while one informant, for 
example, found some of the sentences "old-fashioned," it became 
apparent that his assessment was based on the idiom rather than 
on the grammar per se (which, in fact, as a non-linguist, but as a 
speaker of contemporary standard Lithuanian, he felt competent 
to comment upon). As I alluded in Toops (In press), contextual 
and periphrastic means of expressing passive causative relations 
appear to be more common in the contemporary language than 
-din-suffixation (I am aware of no statistical analysis that would 
corroborate this observation, however). Intuitively, this makes 
sense: if the valence of curative verbs is such that there is no 
syntactic position in the actantial structure of curative sentences to 
which the a-role "Direct Agent" is configurationally assigned in 
the course of their generation, then periphrastic (and possibly also 
contextual-see below) causative constructions, which enable the 
regular syntactic exponency of both Direct and Indirect Agents, 
will presumably occur with greater frequency (cf. Norijo man 
jduoti siuti sukn€lt; [LKZ 2:884] 'SheK wanted to have meA sew 
a dress.' Also compare in this regard the nonoccurrence of 
"agentive passive" constructions in Classical Arabic and other 
languages in which only active constructions allow for the 
expression of both Agent and Patient.). 
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(a) Accusative-case object of the preposition pas. As discussed in 

Toops (In press), Senn (1966:418) seemed to consider Lithuanian 
use of the preposition pas (equivalent for the most part to the 
Russian and Polish preposition u, German bei, French chez) to 
mark direct agents a "Slavismus." In fact, if we consider the 
Russian contextual-causative (Toops 1987) construction signifying 
"The neighbor is having his son treated by a doctor," we see that 
the literal Lithuanian translation expresses the identical passive 
causative meaning: 

(34) Russ: Sosed lecit syna u vraca. 
Lith: Kaimynas gydo sunlJ pas gYdytoji!. 

neighborNOM treats sonACC "chez" doctorACC 
'The neighbor is having his son treated by a 

doctor.' 

As I stated in the Introduction above, noncausative (specifically, 
noncurative) forms of verbs denoting professional "service" 
activities can, as in a number of Slavic languages, be used with 
passive causative meaning. Unlike the modem Slavic languages, 
however, Lithuanian has, in addition, curative verb forms that 
unambiguously convey this same meaning ('to have [something] 
done '). Thus, passive causative situations, which can be rendered 
in Russian and other Slavic languages for the most part only by 
potentially ambiguous (i.e., with respect to causative vs. 
noncausative meaning) "contextual" means, can be expressed in 
Lithuanian both ways, cf. example (35): 

(35) Russ: On strizetsja u parikmaxera. 
Lith: Tis kei'pasi pas kirp~ji!. 

heNOM shears-reflexive "chez" barberACC 
Lith: Tis kii'pdinasi pas kirp~ji!. 

heNOM shear-causes-reflexive "chez" barberACC 
'He's having his hair cut (literally: "having 
himself shorn") at the barber's/by the barber.' 

Although I disagree with their analysis (cf. Toops 1987:608), it 
is worth noting that Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov (1976:87) have, 
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so to speak, elevated the status of the Russian preposition u (and, 
by extension, that of the Lithuanian preposition pas, although 
Lithuanian is not among the languages included in their typology) 
to that of a grammatically regular marker of a syntactic 
constituent symbolized as Oak in their notation of diatheses (see 
Section 3). The sentences in illustration (35) (above) all express, 
therefore, the following diathesis: 

r1ffO~kJ 
Similarly, the corresponding nonreflexive Russian and Lithuanian 
sentences represent the diathesis: 

I~ ~d/d;J 
Thus, at least within the theory of diatheses as elaborated by 

Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov 1976, the question I posed at the 
conclusion of Section 3 (see above) must be answered 
affirmatively: Lithuanian does have regular grammatical means 
(accusative NP governed by the preposition pas) for introducing 
directly agentive NPs into the actantial structure of formally 
curative constructions. (Note that the horizontal notational 
ordering of the constituents-KIAIP or KIPIA-is irrelevant.) 

There are at least two objections that can be raised against this 
analysis, however. First, in Lithuanian, as in a number of Slavic 
languages, the "service establishment," rather than the "service 
provider" is frequently expressed in constructions with passive 
causative meaning: 

(36) Russ: On striietsja v parikmaxerskoj. 
heNOM shears-reflexive in barbershopPRE 

Lith: ns kerpasi (kirpdinasi) kirpYkloje. 
heNOM shears-reflexive (shear-causes-reflexive) 

barbershoPLOC 

LITHUANIAN CURATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 
'He's having his hair cut (literally: "having 
himself shorn") at the barbershop.' 
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Thus, pas + accusative NP constructions in essence convey 
nothing more than the place where the action expressed by the 
verb is being performed. In my opinion, it is only because pas + 
acc. constructions usually (but do not necessarily) express the 
attendant presence of someone professionally trained in the 
performance of the particular action involved that such 
prepositional phrases convey the notion of Direct Agent. 
Interpreting the object of the preposition pas as Direct Agent is, 
therefore, simply a result of pragmatic assessment (cf. English 
"Every year I go to the dentist to have my teeth cleaned" and the 
unlikelihood of the proposition "Every year I go the dentist to 
have my teeth cleaned by my neighbor"). 

Second, even in Lithuanian constructions with formally curative 
verbs, the preposition pas does not always mark an NP as being a 
Direct Agent, cf. (37): 

(37) Rasydink gromat~ pas br6lj. (LKZ 11 :208) 
write-cause-imperative letterACC "chez" brotherACC 
'Have the letter written to your brother.' 
(not: *'Have the letter written by your brother.') 

In the case of sentence (37) above, according to one informant, 
the preposition per (see below) could "theoretically" be used in 
place of pas for the purpose of rendering the notion "by (your) 
brother," but this informant considered the resulting sentence to 
be characteristic of "archaic" or "rural" speech. 

(b) Accusative-case object of the preposition per. According to 
one informant, the meaning expressed by the preposition per in 
the curative constructions cited below is 'thanks to (the help of).' 
It is apparently a logical extension of this meaning that enables 
the object of the preposition to be interpreted as Direct Agent. 
Because of this meaning, on the other hand, it is not possible in 
Lithuanian to replace pas with per in sentence (35) above-lis 
kiipdinasi pas kirp~j<J-since the resulting sentence would signify 
'He is having his hair cut thanks to the barber' (per is 
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etymologically related to English for, and the meaning 'thanks to, 
because of' is likewise expressed by the preposition in English 
contexts of the type "Were it not for the barber, he would not be 
getting his hair cut"-which is approximately what the Lithuanian 
sentence with per would imply).14 Consider the following 
examples: 

(38) Daiig vilgiq irgi ragaisiq per tamus atnesdino kumams. 
(Fraenkel 1929:128) 
many coursesGEN and flatcakesGEN by servantsACC 

bring_out-caused3P godparentsDAT 
'They had the servants bring out lots of courses/dishes 
and flatcakes for the godparents' (literally: 'They had 
many courses/dishes and flatcakes brought out to the 
godparents by the servants. ') 

(39) Difv~ ... per m6kytojus pradlrbdinai ... , uzs~dinai. (LKZ 
2:566) 

fieldACC ... by teachersACC till-caused2P ... , sow
caused2P 

'You had the field tilled and sown by the teachers.' 

According to my informant, the prepositional phrase per 
m6kytojus 'by the teachersACC' in sentence (39) above can be 
replaced by m6kytojais 'teachersINS' (cf. sentence (40) below), 
but per tamus 'by the servantsACC' in sentence (38) cannot be 
replaced by tamais 'servantsINS.' My informant's comments 
suggest that this discrepancy is due solely to the different (real) 
situations conveyed by the two sentences: the situation portrayed 
in sentence (39) is such that the likelihood of an animate (or 
rather, personal) noun in the instrumental case (m6kytojais) being 
interpreted as a true instrument (implement) used in tilling and 
sowing is significantly smaller than the likelihood of servants in 
sentence (38) being viewed as instruments of carrying (that is, so 
to speak, as human beasts of burden; cf. example (40) below). 
With respect to examples (34) and (35) above, replacing pas 
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kirp6j'l 'at the barber'sACC' with kirp6ju 'barberINS' is 
impossible. 

(c) Instrumental case without prepositional governance. Senn 
(1966:419) cites the following example without commentary 
(except to draw the German-speaking reader's attention to the fact 
that "double accusatives" [see note 11], characteristic of German 
causative lassen-constructions, do not occur in Lithuanian curative 
constructions ): 

(40) [ns] avizas z~simls h~sindin[a]. 
heNOM oatsACC geeseINS peck-causes 
'He is letting the geese peck the oats.' 
('He is having the oats pecked by the geese.') 

For reasons given with respect to the previous sentences cited in 
this section, the instrumental case here is the only available means 
of conveying a Direct Agent. The preposition pas is excluded, 
since geese do not have a place of business where service 
activities are performed (pecking oats, moreover, does not 
constitute a professional service activity). Replacing ztJsimls with 
per ztJsls would similarly seem to personify the geese. 

To conclude this section, the data presented above strongly 
suggest that there are no regular grammatical means of 
introducing Direct Agents into the actantial structure of 
Lithuanian curative constructions. The directly agentive status of 
NPs in the instrumental case or as objects of the prepositions pas 
and per in the accusative case is contextually implied and 
situationally determined, not grammatically assigned. 

5. Conclusions. Lithuanian -din-suffixation is a lexical, not a 
syntactic operation. The suffix -din is a formal marker of the 
indirectly agentive status of the O-role assigned by the VP to its 
subject NP. It signals no increase in the valence of the verb stem 
to which it is added; hence, curative verbs have the same 
syntactic arguments as the basic verbs from which they are 
derived. This is seen in the inability of established generative 
analyses (entailing Predicate Raising and underlying lexically 
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empty NPs) to account for the semantics and syntactic surface 
structure of curative constructions. 

Intuitively, however, there is something to be said for the 
conceptualization of curatives as "passive causatives," in a literal 
sense of the term. If, within the framework of theories of 
valence, passivization is understood as a valence-decreasing 
operation (minus one actant) and causativization as a valence
increasing one (plus one actant), then it is understandable why 
basic transitive verbs (valence = 2) and their curative derivatives 
(valence = 2 - I + I = 2) should be subcategorized for the same 
number of NP arguments. As I have stated elsewhere (Toops 
1985: 12), "the valence attributable to a given verb form or 
verbal syntagm is not in and of itself a criterion for the 
identification of a causative construction. The grammatical 
processes operating relative to the basic verb must also be taken 
into account. Thus, while both Mary wrote John a letter and 
Mary was forced to write John a letter are trivalent relations, the 
difference between them may be expressed as 3 = 3 versus 3 = 3 
+ 1 - 1, respectively." 

Finally, the conceptualization of causativity as a lexical operation 
is not unusual. As Bowers (The Theory of Grammatical 
Relations. Ithaca, 1981: Cornell University Press, p. 11), cited in 
Babby (1981 :29-30), states: "[AJny separation between 'syntactic' 
processes and 'lexical' processes is quite arbitrary. It is a matter 
of fact that the central grammatical processes in natural languages 
are characteristically both syntactic and lexical. Some processes 
are 'more lexical' and others are 'more syntactic.' Languages 
vary widely, however, in the ways in which they can encode 
fundamental semantic relations into grammatical form, so that it 
is neither theoretically nor practically possible to maintain a strict 
separation between lexicon and syntax." 
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empty NPs) to account for the semantics and syntactic surface 
structure of curative constructions. 

Intuitively, however, there is something to be said for the 
conceptualization of curatives as "passive causatives," in a literal 
sense of the term. If, within the framework of theories of 
valence, passivization is understood as a valence-decreasing 
operation (minus one actant) and causativization as a valence
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vary widely, however, in the ways in which they can encode 
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is neither theoretically nor practically possible to maintain a strict 
separation between lexicon and syntax." 
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NOTES 

1 I am grateful to my Lithuanian-speaking informants, Tomas Venc10va and 
Rimvydas Silbajoris, for answering a number of questions I asked them 
about the data presented in this paper. It bears little resemblance to the 
paper "On the Syntax of Curative Constructions in Lithuanian" that I actually 
read at the University of Chicago's Fifth International Conference on the 
Non-Slavic Languages of the USSR. 

2The Lithuanian Academy Dictionary (LKZ) marks all such verbs "cur." 
and in the list of abbreviations that prefaces most of the volumes, the 
following entry appears: "cur. = verbum curativum, parupinamasis 
veiksmazodis." See, for example, LKZ 1:xix, 2:vii, 11 :vii, and other 
volumes. Senn (1929:263ff.) originally called curative verbs "passive 
causatives" ("passive Kausativa"), and this term also exists in contemporary 
Lithuanian linguistics ("neveikiamieji priezastiniai veiksmazodziai"-see 
J akaitiene 1968:228, who also cites the corresponding neo-Latin term "verba 
causativa passiva"). Stang adopted the term "passive causative" in his own 
work (1942:187 and 1966:374), although eventually Senn (1966:255ff.) used 
the term "resu1tative causatives" ("resultative Kausativa") instead. 

3For brief, but nonetheless incisive, overviews of the work of Soviet and 
East German scholars in the field of structural typology and the theory of 
diatheses, see Babby 1976, Comrie 1976a, and Xrakovskij, ed. 1981:3-4. For 
an introduction to the notation of diatheses used in this paper, the reader is 
referred to Lotzsch, Fiedler, and Kostov 1976 and Xrakovskij 1981. Implicit 
in these works is a familiarity with Tesniere 1959, a refinement and 
elaboration of whose "structural syntax" are inherent in the theory of 
diatheses (cf. Xolodovic 1974:55 and Xrakovskij, ed. 1981:4, 39, 44, and 
passim). Lest one think that my application of more than one theoretical 
approach is ad hoc, I refer the reader to Babby 1981:1. 

4The contextual expression of curative relations is not limited to verbs of 
foreign origin and may be the preferred means of expressing curative 
relations with verbs denoting professional service activities even when a -din
suffixed verb exists. Thus gfdydinti (Kurschat 1968:589) 'to have (someone) 
treated' is almost never used, the verb gfdyti 'to treat (medically)' « gfti 
'to heal [intransitive (as of a sore)], convalesce') being preferred. Thus, as 
indicated in Toops (In press), the proposition "The neighbor is having his 
son treated by a doctor" is normally expressed as Kaimfnas gfdo sum,) pas 
gfdytojiJ, literally 'The neighbor is treating (his) son at a doctor's,' rather 
than Kaimfnas gfdydina ... 

5How the verbs jduoti and atiduoti become functionally equivalent to a 
causative auxiliary is explained in Toops 1988 with reference to the Russian 
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etymon of atiduoti, viz. otda(va)t'. There I proposed that the meaning 'to 
have (something) done' is a "contextually inferrable, logical extension" 
(1988:250) of the meaning 'to give,' specifically 'to give a thing to 
somebody (not necessarily expressed in surface structure) for the purpose of 
his doing something with it.' This proposition is supported by the existence 
of constraints on the range of nouns that can conceivably occur as a direct 
object in such periphrastic constructions. For example, "He had his hair cut" 
cannot be expressed periphrastically as *Jis ,dave pJaukus nukiipti or * lis 
,dave save nukiipti, presumably because one can neither "give" one's natural 
hair to another for the purpose of having it cut, nor can one "give" oneself 
to another for the purpose of being shorn. The verb jduoti (but not atiduoti) 
is, like Russian otda(va)t', nonetheless grammatic ali zed to the extent that it is 
possible to "give/hand over/consign" to someone something which, logically, 
does not yet exist; cf. sentence (3). Use of the verb atiduoti in place of 
jduoti in sentence (3) would, however, signify that the dress (sukne1t:) 
already exists and that the woman (m6teris) wants to have it resewn (i.e., 
mended or altered). 

60n the other hand, well-attested, native Lithuanian curative verbs can also 
be "misunderstood," at least in terms of the original verb form from which 
they have been derived. For example, one informant raised no objection to 
Senn's example (1966:419) iiviZas if/simis lesindinti 'den Hafer von den 
Gansen aufpicken lassen' ('to have the oats pecked by the geese'), while 
another informant objected to Senn's example on the grounds that lesindinti 
does not signify 'to have (something) pecked,' but rather 'to have 
(someone/something [e.g., a bird]) fed (by letting it peck).' Interpreting 
lesindinti, therefore, as a curative of Iesinti/lesdinti (meaning, like va Igydinti, 
'to feed [i.e., to have (someone) eat]'), this informant considered the phrase 
nonsensical: 'to have the oats fed (with) geese.' The following entry in 
Kurschat 1970: 1307, however, provides an adequate explanation for this 
discrepancy, i.e., the verb lesindinti has both meanings: "lesindinti, -dinu, -
dinau trans. 1. 'Gefliigel oder Vogel fiittem lassen. '-2. 'vom Gefliigel 
aufpicken lassen'; iiviias if/simis -. NSB." (NSB = Niedermann, Max, Alfred 
Senn and Franz Brender. 1926-28. Worterbuch der Iitauischen Schriftsprache. 
Heidelberg.) At the risk of confusing the reader (who may not yet have read 
Section 1 of this paper), I will attempt an explanation for this ambiguity. 
The basic verb is lesti 'to peck.' From this verb Lithuanian derives lesinti as 
well as the historically unjustified lesdinti, both with the meaning 'to have!let 
(e.g., geese) peck (i.e., to feed [geese])' (cf. valgydinti 'to have/let [someonel 
eat [i.e., to feed (someone»)' < valgyti 'to eat'). The verb lesindinti is 
therefore doubly causative (at least formally). Either it is interpreted as a 
curative form of the transitive (active causative) verbs lesinti/lesdinti, 
meaning 'to have (geese) fed' (cf. gydydinti < gydyti < gyti in note 4), or, 
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because lesdinti has already been accepted as a synonym of iCsinti rather than 
a curative verb meaning 'to have (something) pecked,' /esindinti functionally 
"fills the void" left by the failure of lesdinti to acquire curative meaning 
(i.e., it is treated semantically as a curative derived directly from Iesti). 

7The situation is not as bad as it may sound. As Iakaitiene 1970:175 points 
out, if the basic verb is intransitive, it does not matter which allomorph (-in 
or -din) is suffixed to its infinitive stem, since the resulting transitive 
derivative can only have the noncurative meaning 'to cause 
(someone/something) to do.' If, on the other hand, the basic verb is 
transitive (e.g., valgyti 'to eat'), semantic confusion still cannot arise 
provided (as I have already indicated here) that the suffix is stressed (cf. 
valgydinti). According to Iakaitiene 1968:222-23, the suffix is stressed in 
only 20% of -(d)in-derived verbs, but this figure includes transitive verbs 
derived from intransitives, which constitute the vast majority of "active 
causatives" (cf. Iakaitiene 1968:227). 

8The term "Lexical Insertion" should not be taken to imply that the 
resulting causative verb is necessarily a "lexical cauative" (see Shibatani 
1976:2-3 and Toops 1985:17-18), although it may be. Lexical causatives 
express the semantic elements "CAUSE + ACTION" in the form of a single 
basic lexeme (e.g., English kiJr -CAUSE to die-); productive causatives 
express the semantic elements "CAUSE + ACTION" as either morphemically 
or lexically divisible constructs (e.g., Lithuanian beg-(D)IN-ti t- -CAUSE 
beg-ti-). 

9Note that it is precisely such optionally bivalent verbs in Russian and 
Lithuanian whose intransitivity is not marked by the "reflexive" morpheme 
-s'/-sja (in Russian) or -si- (in Lithuanian); cf. Toops 1987:608. 

lOSentences of the type M6tina va/gydina vaikus duona (motherNOM eat
causes childrenACC breadINS) 'Mother is feeding the children (with) bread,' 
seemingly derived by an increase in the actantial structure of Vaika'i va/go 
duonf/ (childrenNOM eat breadACC), may lead one to conclude that -(d)in
suffixation also derives trivalent verbs from basic bivalent ones. However, as 
far as I have been able to determine, there is in Lithuanian no regular 
demotion of a noncausative active sentence's accusative direct object to 
instrumental NP in the process of causativization. I believe, rather, that in 
the case of M6tina valgydina vaikus duona we are witnessing a certain 
tendency towards semantic lexicalization on the part of suffixally derived 
verbs. This observation is supported by, among other things, the fact that 
spausdinti, for example, formally a curative verb derived from spausti 'to 
press, squeeze; to print' (cf. German driicken vs. drucken), does not signify 
'to have (something) pressed/printed,' but rather only 'to print' (see Kruopas 
et al. 1972:729). Although dictionaries still list 'to print' as a meaning of 
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meaning 'to have (geese) fed' (cf. gydydinti < gydyti < gyti in note 4), or, 
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because lesdinti has already been accepted as a synonym of iCsinti rather than 
a curative verb meaning 'to have (something) pecked,' /esindinti functionally 
"fills the void" left by the failure of lesdinti to acquire curative meaning 
(i.e., it is treated semantically as a curative derived directly from Iesti). 

7The situation is not as bad as it may sound. As Iakaitiene 1970:175 points 
out, if the basic verb is intransitive, it does not matter which allomorph (-in 
or -din) is suffixed to its infinitive stem, since the resulting transitive 
derivative can only have the noncurative meaning 'to cause 
(someone/something) to do.' If, on the other hand, the basic verb is 
transitive (e.g., valgyti 'to eat'), semantic confusion still cannot arise 
provided (as I have already indicated here) that the suffix is stressed (cf. 
valgydinti). According to Iakaitiene 1968:222-23, the suffix is stressed in 
only 20% of -(d)in-derived verbs, but this figure includes transitive verbs 
derived from intransitives, which constitute the vast majority of "active 
causatives" (cf. Iakaitiene 1968:227). 

8The term "Lexical Insertion" should not be taken to imply that the 
resulting causative verb is necessarily a "lexical cauative" (see Shibatani 
1976:2-3 and Toops 1985:17-18), although it may be. Lexical causatives 
express the semantic elements "CAUSE + ACTION" in the form of a single 
basic lexeme (e.g., English kiJr -CAUSE to die-); productive causatives 
express the semantic elements "CAUSE + ACTION" as either morphemically 
or lexically divisible constructs (e.g., Lithuanian beg-(D)IN-ti t- -CAUSE 
beg-ti-). 

9Note that it is precisely such optionally bivalent verbs in Russian and 
Lithuanian whose intransitivity is not marked by the "reflexive" morpheme 
-s'/-sja (in Russian) or -si- (in Lithuanian); cf. Toops 1987:608. 

lOSentences of the type M6tina va/gydina vaikus duona (motherNOM eat
causes childrenACC breadINS) 'Mother is feeding the children (with) bread,' 
seemingly derived by an increase in the actantial structure of Vaika'i va/go 
duonf/ (childrenNOM eat breadACC), may lead one to conclude that -(d)in
suffixation also derives trivalent verbs from basic bivalent ones. However, as 
far as I have been able to determine, there is in Lithuanian no regular 
demotion of a noncausative active sentence's accusative direct object to 
instrumental NP in the process of causativization. I believe, rather, that in 
the case of M6tina valgydina vaikus duona we are witnessing a certain 
tendency towards semantic lexicalization on the part of suffixally derived 
verbs. This observation is supported by, among other things, the fact that 
spausdinti, for example, formally a curative verb derived from spausti 'to 
press, squeeze; to print' (cf. German driicken vs. drucken), does not signify 
'to have (something) pressed/printed,' but rather only 'to print' (see Kruopas 
et al. 1972:729). Although dictionaries still list 'to print' as a meaning of 
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spausti (ibid.), one of my infonnants rejected the sentence lis atidave knyglJ 
spausti (cf. Kurschat 1968: 175) 'He had a book printed,' accepting, as he did, 
only the variant lis atidave knyglJ spausdinti. 

11 Double-accusative constructions, Le., causative constructions in which 
both the embedded subject and the embedded direct object occur, as in the 
Gennanic languages, as accusative-case direct objects is possible in Lithuanian 
only if causativity is expressed analyticalIy (e.g., by means of periphrastic 
constructions of the type versti + infinitive). 

12Geniusiene uses here the term "Ausgangsverb," which is ordinarily 
rendered in English as "basic verb." I have translated the tenn as "initially 
chosen verb," since Geniusiene obviously does not mean to imply that the 
verb sugadinaii (derived historically from sugesti through -in-suffixation) is a 
"basic" verb in the commonly accepted sense of the tenn. She uses the tenn 
"Ausgangsverb" literally to refer to any (basic or derived) verb form one 
may choose as a point of departure (Ausgang) for identifying (the semantics 
of) further derivational processes. 

13The theory of diatheses recognizes that not alI conceivable diatheses 
actually occur in any given language. Thus, the diathesis 

IAdl P I S Od 

which occurs naturally in English (cf. "John was given a medal"), does not 
occur at all in Russian (which in this particular instance responds with the 
diathesis 

IAdl PI Q S 

"To John was given a medaL") 

14AIthough Fraenkel (1929:128) classifies the use of per in curative 
sentences together with its now archaic use in noncurative passive 
constructions (attributed by some, e.g., Senn [1976:376], to influence by 
Polish use of the preposition przez), it is worth repeating here FraenkeI's 
comments on the Lithuanian use of the preposition per: "Just as Lithuanian 
uses per, so Polish uses przez .... Nevertheless it is a mistake to see nothing 
more than a Polonicism in the Lithuanian usage under discussion here; nor 
are we dealing with an imitation of German durch ... , but rather with an 
independent development whose great expansion has at most been [only] aided 
by foreign models." 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF GEORGIAN Q'E 

Kevin Tuite 
University of Chicago 

In this paper I will discuss the geographical and semantic range 
of the Georgian clitic q'e. While it has been known for some time 
that this particle serves as a number agreement marker for plural 
objects in some dialects, little has been done to identify the factors 
which condition its use. I will present evidence that the NPs 
controlling agreement in q'e are almost always animate and 
presupposed, and attempt to relate this to the syntactic changes that 
have been underway in Georgian over the past millenium. 

1. Agreement morphology. I will begin with a brief 
discussion of Kartvelian agreement morphology. The Kartvelian 
verb can agree with two - in some dialects three - arguments. 
The two sets of person agreement affixes used in early Old 
Georgian are shown in {I a }. The correlation between case, person 
agreement set and semantic role is given in {I b}.1 

{la} Set V (grammatical subject) Set M (grammatical object) 
-0 lexcI Isg v- m-

Ipl v- -t lincI gw-
2sg x/h/s/0- -0 2 g-
2pl x/h/s/0- -t 
3sg -s/a/o/n 3 DAT x/h/s/0-
3pl -n/es/en/ed 3 NOM 0-

{lb} ACTIVE STEM PASSNE STEM 
AGENT PATIENT REC/EXP THEME REC/EXP 

Series I 
agr. V M M V M 
case NOM DAT DAT NOM DAT 
Series II 
agr. V M M V M 
case ERG NOM DAT NOM DAT 
Series ill 
agr. M V V M 
case DAT NOM [+ postp] NOM DAT 

Note that the feature of (formal) number is marked by Set V 
affixes but not, originally, by Set M. By the 10th century, 
however, the inclusive/exclusive distinction originally coded by Set 
M gw- versus m- was no longer productive, and these same 
prefixes came to mark a plural/singular 1st person opposition 
lSanije 1982:74; Met'reveli 1978]. Not shown in {I} is the Old 
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